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Abstract Emerging mobility systems such as connected and automated vehicles
(CAVs) provide the most intriguing opportunity for more accessible, safe, and effi-
cient transportation.CAVsare expected to significantly improve safety by eliminating
the human factor and ensure transportation efficiency by allowing users to monitor
transportation network conditions and make better operating decisions. However,
CAVs could alter the users’ tendency-to-travel, leading to a higher traffic demand
than expected, thus causing rebound effects (e.g., increased vehicle-miles-traveled).
In this chapter, we focus on tackling the social factors that could drive an emerging
mobility system to unsustainable congestion levels. We propose a mobility market
that models the economic in-nature interactions of the travelers in a smart city net-
work with roads and public transit infrastructure. Using techniques frommechanism
design, we introduce appropriate monetary incentives (e.g., tolls, fares, fees) and
show how a mobility system consisting of selfish travelers that seek to travel either
with a CAV or use public transit can be socially efficient. Furthermore, the proposed
mobility market ensures that travelers always report their true travel preferences and
always benefit from participating in the market; lastly, we also show that the market
generates enough revenue to potentially cover its operating costs.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, it is nearly impossible to commute in a major urban area without the
frustration of congestion and traffic jams. Moreover, congestion is one of the leading
factors behind road accidents and altercations, negatively impacting the economic
success of cities and the quality of life of their citizens. For these reasons, congestion
has been broadly recognized as one of the major challenges to address for next-
generation cities. One incoming highly transformative innovation that promises to
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address congestion though is autonomous driving, and in particular, connected and
automatedvehicles (CAVs).Recent advancements in emergingmobility systemswith
CAVs are highly expected to eliminate congestion and increase mobility efficiency
in terms of energy consumption and travel time [1]. In addition, CAVs are expected
to have vast technological, commercial, and regulatory dimensions [2].

There has been a significant amount of work on the technological impact of CAVs,
mostly focusing on congestion, emissions, energy consumption, and safety [3, 4]. It
is apparent that CAVs will transform today’s urban transportation system and revo-
lutionize mobility [5]. However, one of the most novel and defining characteristics of
an emerging mobility system is its socioeconomic complexity. Mobility is an indis-
pensable prerequisite for social, cultural, and economic development aswell as social
participation. Thanks to the unprecedented improvements in mobility, we expect a
significant alteration in humanbehavior and,most importantly, on tendency-to-travel.
This may lead to unintended consequences, i.e., rebound effects, in the sense of addi-
tional energy use and greenhouse gas emissions, as well as leading to decreases in
the density of urban areas and negatively impacting congestion. In addition, future
mobility systems will enable human-vehicle interactions between people of any age
and abilities, thus allowing enhanced and universal accessibility. One key reason
why connectivity (e.g., Internet of Things) and automation in mobility may lead to
rebound effects is because of the high levels of comfort and convenience—factors
that urge drivers, passengers, and travelers to change their commute and travel ten-
dencies, and thus use their vehicles quite more frequently and more unexpectedly.
As urban social life has been greatly associated with the technological impact of the
car, this compels us to reassess the relationship between automobility and social life
[6, 7]. To add to our argument, evident from similar technological revolutions, for
example, the impact of elevators on building design and social class hierarchies [8],
human social perspective and view can have a tremendous effect on how technologi-
cal innovations are utilized and implemented. For all these reasons, it is vital to study
the impact of CAVs in a sociotechnical context focusing on the social implications
and attempt to provide optimal solutions for the efficient CAV-utilization in society.

There is a solid body of research now available for optimizing the efficiency
of emerging mobility systems with CAVs. Over the last decade, several research
efforts reported in the literature [9–13] have aimed at addressing questions regarding
the CAVs’ impact on transportation efficiency. For example, can we consider the
problem of optimizing fuel economy and emissions by coordinating a mobility sys-
tem consisting of CAVs? What would be the appropriate conceptual approaches for
modeling and optimizing emerging mobility systems? Recent technological devel-
opments can answer the above questions, indicating that CAVs will most likely help
us eliminate congestion, significantly decrease fuel consumption, and minimize road
accidents. Analytical frameworks have been proposed to quantify and evaluate the
impacts of CAVs from the technological perspective [14, 15]. Furthermore, coordi-
nation of CAVs at different traffic scenarios (e.g., intersections, vehicle-following)
have been extensively evaluated in the literature [16–20]. Moreover, the impact of
CAVs has been identified as one that will enable traffic administrators to moni-
tor transportation network conditions efficiently and effectively, thus improving the
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operating decisions that are required daily [1, 21]. However, they are challenges.
The cyber-physical nature of emerging mobility systems is associated with signifi-
cant control challenges and gives rise to a new level of complexity in modeling and
control [22]. These challenges tend to focus on the technological dimension, and
what is mostly missing is a complementary study to the broader social implications
of CAVs. For example, the impact of selfish social behavior in routing networks of
regular and autonomous vehicles has been studied [23–25], as well as “how people
learn” inmobility systemswith behavioral dynamics [26–29]. However, it seems that
the problem of how CAVs will affect human tendency-to-travel and decision-making
has not been adequately approached yet. Understanding this “social” aspect of CAVs
is critical in our effort to design efficient mobility systems.

One of the standard approaches to alleviate congestion in a transportation system
has been the management of demand size due to the shortage of space availabil-
ity and scarce economic resources in the form of congestion pricing (alternatively
called “tolling mechanisms” [30, 31]). Such an approach focuses primarily on intel-
ligent and scalable traffic routing, in which the objective is to guide and coordinate
users in path-choice decision-making. For example, one computes the shortest path
from a source to a destination regardless of the changing traffic conditions [32].
Interestingly, by adopting a game-theoretic approach, advanced systems have been
proposed to assign users concrete routes or minimize travel time and studying the
Nash equilibria under different tolling mechanisms [33–38]. This motivates us to
ask: “How can we design an emerging mobility system that ensures that all travelers
reach their destination safely, efficiently, and in a timely manner?” This question is
quite important as it is widely accepted that CAVs will revolutionize the way people
travel. We aim to provide a first-attempt answer to this question in this chapter and
argue that a sociotechnical approach focusing on the social dimension of a mobility
problem can help us design the next-generation mobility systems. To achieve this,
we consider a mobility system with decentralized information (alternatively called
“asymmetric information”) andmultiple selfish and intelligent decision-makers (e.g.,
travelers), who, in turn, may misreport their true travel preferences for better indi-
vidual benefits. Hence, based on their background and unique behavioral tendencies,
travelers make decisions that generally do not lead to system-wide optimal perfor-
mance. We tackle this discrepancy between individual and collective interests [39]
by reverse-engineering themobility system from its optimal solution (e.g., efficiency,
congestion-free) to what should each traveler do via the implementation of monetary
incentives. This method in economics is known as “mechanism design,” in which by
treating systems as economic institutions, we can control and coordinate the selfish
agents’ “economic activity” (e.g., which mode of transportation to use).

The theory of mechanism design was developed as an objective-first approach
to efficiently align the individuals’ and system’s interests in problems of asymmet-
ric information, where the individual agents have private preferences [40, 41]. It
can be viewed as the art of designing the rules of a game to achieve a specific
desired outcome. A well-established and broadly-used mechanism that has been
successful in widely different applications (e.g., auctions, public projects, and cost-
minimization problems) is the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism [42–44].
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The VCGmechanism ensures the existence and implementation of a dominant strat-
egy equilibrium, which is an efficient solution and allows selfish agents to make a
decision (alternatively choose a strategy) that is best no matter what other agents
may decide. Agents are also incentivized to report their private preferences truth-
fully and have no reason (e.g., chance of receiving negative utility) not to participate
in the mechanism. However, the VCG mechanism is known to be an extravagant
mechanism, i.e., it can generate big surpluses. Overall, mechanism design has broad
applications spanning surprisingly many different fields, including microeconomics,
social choice theory, and control engineering. Applications in engineering include
communication networks [45], social media [46], transportation routing [47], online
advertising [48], smart grid [49], multi-agent systems [50], and in general resource
allocation problems [51]. We provide a formal overview of mechanism design in
Sect. 2.

The application of mechanism design is not new in transportation and mobil-
ity problems [52–56]. For example, it has been used to provide solutions to indi-
vidual route selection under different congestion traffic scenarios (e.g., first-mile
ridesharing, selfish routing, tradable driving permits). In particular, auction-based
mechanisms treat traffic congestion as an economic problem of supply and demand,
focusing on travel time allocation or routing. So, on the one hand, auctions have
been proposed to design pricing schemes with tolls in a network of roads leading
to a spark of studies in auctioning techniques. On the other hand, this approach has
important limitations: (i) the implementability of auction-based tolling on highways
is not straightforward due to the dynamic and fast-changing nature of transportation
systems; (ii) it is also uncertain how the public (e.g., drivers, passengers, travelers)
will respond concerning toll roads in an auction setting. Therefore, understanding the
travelers’ interests (willingness-to-pay, value of time) and the impacts on different
sociodemographic groups become imperative for a socially-efficient design of an
emerging mobility system. For these reasons, it is essential to design an emerging
mobility system whose focal point is the social aspect and societal impact of CAVs.
In conjunction, it is the authors’ belief that the emerging mobility systems—CAVs,
shared mobility, electric vehicles—will be characterized by their socioeconomic
complexity: (1) improved productivity and energy efficiency, (2) widespread acces-
sibility, and (3) drastic urban redesign and evolved urban culture. This characteristic
can naturally be modeled and analyzed using game theory/mechanism design and
behavioral economics alongside control and optimization techniques. One of the
main arguments in this chapter is that the social interactions of human travelers
with CAVs, and other modes of transportation can be modeled as an economically-
inspired mobility market, where monetary incentives (tolls) are used to induce the
desired socially-efficient outcome.

Our aim is to develop a holistic and rigorous framework to capture the societal
impact of connectivity and automation in emerging mobility systems and provide
solutions that prevent any potential rebound effects (e.g., increased vehicle-miles-
traveled, increased travel demand, empty trips). To achieve this aim, as a first attempt,
we study an emerging mobility system consisting of a finite group of travelers who
seek to travel in a “smart city,” where a central authority (alternatively called social
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planner) seeks to ensure the efficient distribution and operation of the differentmodes
of transportation offered by the city. We call these different modes of transportation
“mobility services.” A few examples of mobility services are CAVs, shared vehicles,
and public transit (e.g., train, bus, light rail, subway). The travelers request to use at
most one service to satisfy their mobility needs, i.e., to reach their destination, via a
smartphone app easily accessible to all travelers. The social planner (e.g., a central
computer) compiles all travelers’ origin-destination requests and other information
(e.g., preferred travel time, value of time, and maximumwillingness-to-pay) in order
to provide a travel recommendation to each traveler. The social planner’s goal is to
ensure that the aggregate travel recommendations are socially-efficient. Informally,
by socially-efficient, we mean that the endmost collective travel recommendation
must achieve two objectives: (i) respect and satisfy the travelers’ preferences regard-
ing mobility, and (ii) ensure the alleviation of congestion in the system. Since our
focus is to provide socially-efficient solutions, we consider a city that supports con-
nected and automatedmobility technologies on its roads and public transit infrastruc-
ture. Subsequently, the social planner is fully aware of the system’s capabilities and
network’s capacity. In other words, the social planner is fully capable of computing
the maximum capacity of each mobility service and the associated costs aimed at
providing travel recommendations to all travelers.

Our objective in this chapter is to design a mobility market of an emerging mobil-
ity system and provide a socially-efficient solution consisting of well-designed and
appropriate monetary incentives (e.g., tolls, fares, fees) for a social planner to guar-
antee the realization of the desired outcome, i.e., maximize the social welfare of all
travelers. At the same time, our solution will ensure to provide such incentives to
travelers so that the usage of any mobility service will not lead to congestion in the
mobility system. In other words, we design a mobility market that efficiently assigns
each traveler to the “right” mode of transportation.

Our contributions are the following:we design a socially-efficientmobilitymarket
that assigns mobility services to a finite group of travelers by taking into considera-
tion their travel preferences. We achieve that by implementing a special case of the
VCG mechanism after modifying it accordingly for a mobility problem. We show
that the proposed mobility market is incentive compatible and individually rational,
two properties that ensure all selfish travelers are truthful in their communication
with the social planner and voluntarily participate in the mobility market. We also
show that the proposed market is economically sustainable, i.e., it generates rev-
enue from each traveler and ensures that the operating costs of each mobility service
are covered. It is through the appropriate design of monetary incentives that we
successfully incentivize all travelers to truthfully report their travel preferences and
voluntarily participate in the market. Thus, we are guaranteed a socially-efficient
mobility solution. The proposed mobility market also provides an incentive to cen-
tral authorities to implement it, since as we show, the market ensures that there are
minimum acceptable payments to cover the operating costs of the mobility services.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the main concepts of
mechanism design and briefly discuss theVCGmechanism. In Sect. 3, we present the
mathematical formulation of the emerging mobility market, which forms the basis
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for the rest of the chapter. In Sect. 3.2, we present the imposed optimization problem.
In Sect. 4, we present the methodology used to design the monetary incentives for
each traveler. In Sect. 5, we study the properties of the mobility market, and finally,
in Sect. 6, we draw conclusions and offer a discussion for future research.

2 Theoretical Preliminaries

In this section,weprovide the theoretical preliminarymaterial related to this chapter’s
proposed modeling framework, and we formally introduce all important concepts
needed to prove our principal results.

2.1 An Introduction to Mechanism Design

Most generic control systems can be viewed as a specification of how decisions
(e.g., how to utilize a number of resources) are determined as a function of the
information that is known by the agents in the system.What interests us inmost cases
is efficiency, i.e., realizing the best possible allocation of resourceswith the best use of
information to achieve an outcome where collectively agents are satisfied, and there
is no overutilization of the system’s resources [57]. One key challenge in ensuring
efficiency in a control system is the fact that different agents may have conflicting
interests and act selfishly. In other words, systems that incorporate human decision-
making, if remained uninfluenced, are not guaranteed to exhibit optimal performance.
This is well-known to be the case in control theory, and economics [58, 59]. There are
various different theories and approaches that attempt to guarantee efficiency in such
systems and can provide solutions of varying degrees of success. One such theory
is mechanism design, in which we are concerned with how to implement system-
wide optimal solutions to problems involving multiple selfish agents, each with
private information about their preferences [60, 61]. Within the context of mobility,
agents are the travelers, and their private information can be either tolerance to traffic
delays, value of time, preferred travel time, or any disposition to a specific mode of
transportation. Our goal in mechanism design is to design appropriate incentives in
order to align the interests of agentswith the interests of the system [51]. For example,
in mobility, given that each traveler/driver/passenger “competes” with everyone else
to reach their destination first, we want to ensure that given this inherent conflict
of interest, we can still guarantee uncongested roads, no traffic accidents, and no
travel time delays. Mechanism design can help us design the rules of systems where
information is decentralized (different agents know different things), and agents
do not necessarily have an immediate incentive to cooperate [62]. In particular,
mechanism design helps us design rules that align all agents’ decision-making by
providing the right incentives to achieve a well-defined objective for the system (e.g.,
aggregate optimal performance, system-level efficiency). Thus, mechanism design
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entails solving an optimization problem with sometimes unverifiable and always
incomplete information structure [63]. We call such a problem an incentive design
and preference elicitation problem.

We start by supposing that there is a system consisted of a finite group of agents,
each competingwith each other for a limited, fixed allocation of resources. Each agent
evaluates different allocations based on some private information that is known only
to them. We consider a social planner, playing the role of a centralized entity, whose
task is to align the selfish and conflicting interests of the agents with the overall
system’s objective (e.g., an efficient allocation of resources or the maximization of
social welfare). As it can be seen in Fig. 1, there are four components: (1) There
is a group of decision-makers, (2) who make a decision based on their personal
information, and (3) that decision is reported as a message to the social planner who
is tasked to design the rules of which (4) it can be determined what each agent gets.
What follows next is a mathematically formal presentation of the social planner’s
task.

Consider a set of selfish agents I, |I| = n ∈ N with preferences over different
outcomes in a set O. Each agent i ∈ I is assumed to possess private information,
denoted by θi ∈ �i . Since an agent i’s θi can characterize and influence their decision-
making in a significant way, we call θi the type of agent i . We write (θi )i∈I = θ ∈
� = ∏

i∈I �i to represent the type profile of all agents. Next, an agent i’s preferences
over different outcomes can be represented by a utility function ui : O × �i → R.
Although the exact form of ui can vary depending on the application of the problem
[64–67], what is common in the literature [41, 50, 62] is a quasilinear function of
the form

ui (o, θi ) = vi (o, θi ) − pi , (1)

Fig. 1 A visualization of how an arbitrary control system (agents, preferences, allocations) can
be viewed under a mechanism design framework. Agents hold private information, of which they
send reports to the social planner who is responsible for designing a mechanism. How efficient the
mechanism is can depend on whether the agents’ messages are truthful or not
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where vi : O × �i → R≥0 represents an arbitrary valuation function, and pi �→ R

is a monotonically increasing function. If outcome o ∈ O represents an allocation
of a resource, then pi can be thought of as a transfer of agent i’s wealth or a cost
imposed to agent i for that particular allocation o. Intuitively, a quasilinear function
defined as in (1) ensures that the marginal value of vi does not depend on how large
pi becomes, and vice-versa. Furthermore, (1) assumes ui is linear with respect to pi .
We can now naturally define the social welfare as the collective summation of all
agents’ valuations, i.e.,

w(o, θ) =
∑

i∈I
vi (o, θi ). (2)

If our system objective is tomaximizew, then immediatelywe observe that there is an
important obstacle, i.e., any agent i maymisreport their type θi in the hopes to increase
their own utility. So, the question is now: How can we incentivize agents to truthfully
report their type? The answer is through the appropriate design of pi . Next, we outline
the building blocks that can help us design pi . Formally, we can define a mechanism
as the tuple 〈 f, p〉 composed of a social choice function (SCF) f : � → O and a
vector of payment functions p = (pi )i∈I , with pi : � → R. In words, a mechanism
〈 f, p〉 defines the rules of which we can implement a system objective by mapping
the agents’ types to an outcome while using the payments to ensure the optimality
or efficiency of that outcome (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of the mechanism design
framework). We can now state the social planner’s problem as follows

max
o∈O

w(o, θ) (3)

subject to: θ̂i = θi , ∀i ∈ I, (4)

∑

i∈I
vi (o, θi ) ≥

∑

i∈I
vi (o

′, θi ), ∀o′ ∈ O, (5)

∑

i∈I
pi (s(θ)) ≥ 0, ∀θ ∈ �, (6)

vi ( f (s(θ))) − pi (s(θ)) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀θ ∈ �, (7)

where θ̂i denotes the reported type of agent i , s(·) is the equilibrium strategy pro-
file (e.g., Nash equilibrium). Constraints (4) ensure the truthfulness in the agents’
reported types, (5) impose an efficiency condition, (6) make certain that no external
payments are required, and (7) incentivize all agents to voluntarily participate in the
mechanism. Ifwe could know for certain the true types of all agents, thenwewould be
able solve the optimization problem (3)–(7) using standard optimization techniques.
However, as this is unreasonable to expect from selfish decision-makers, the social
planner needs to elicit θ = (θi )i∈I by designing the appropriate p = (pi )i∈I . We dis-
cuss in the next subsection one such mechanism that elicits the private information
of agents truthfully.
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Fig. 2 A theoretical representation of the mechanism design framework

2.2 The Vickrey-Clarke-Groves Mechanism

In the previous subsection, we reviewed the main concepts of mechanism design
and formulated the incentive design and preference elicitation problem. In words,
we asked “How can we design the payments p = (pi )i∈I so that every agent makes
the decision that agrees with what we have chosen as the system’s objective (e.g.,
efficiency)? To answer this question, in this subsection, we review the Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism [42–44], one of the most successful mechanisms
as it incentivizes agents to be truthful and guarantees efficiency.

As we discussed earlier, a mechanism is a tuple 〈 f, p〉. In a VCGmechanism, the
SCF f is defined as an allocation rule (who gets what) based on the optimization
problem (3)–(7), i.e.,

f (θ̂) = argmax
o∈O

W (o, θ̂i ), (8)

where θ̂ = (θ̂i )i∈I . Inwords, assuming that the agents disclose their true information,
(8) provides to the social planner who attempts to maximize the social welfare a
formal way to compute the allocations of each agent. At the same time, the VCG
mechanism charges each agent for their allocation as follows

pi (θ̂) =
∑

j 
=i

v j ( f (θ̂−i )) −
∑

j 
=i

v j ( f (θ̂)), (9)

where θ̂−i denotes the type profile of all agents except agent i . Note that the payments
defined in (9) do not depend on an agent i’s own declaration θ̂i . Let us assume
for a moment that all agents declare their types truthfully. Then, the first sum in
(9) computes the value of the social welfare with agent i not participating in the
mechanism. The second sum in (9) computes the value of the social welfare of all
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other agents j 
= i with agent i participating in the mechanism. Thus, agent i when
they report θ̂i are made to pay the marginal effect of their decision (in our case that
is agent i’s reported type θ̂i ). In other words, this particular design of the payments
in (9) internalizes an agent i’s social externality, i.e., agent i’s impact on every other
agents’ welfare.

The VCG mechanism represented by the SCF f defined by (8) and the payment
functions p defined by (9) satisfies the following properties:

1. For any agent, truth-telling is a strategy that dominates any other strategy that
is available for that agent. We say then that truth-telling is a dominant strategy.
Note that such strategies are “always optimal” no matter what the other agents
decide.

2. The VCG mechanism successfully aligns the agents’ individual interests with
the system’s objective. In our case, that objective was to maximize the social
welfare of all agents. We call this property, economic efficiency.

3. For any agent, the VCG mechanism incentivizes them to voluntarily participate
in the mechanism as no agent loses by participation (in terms of utility).

4. The VCG mechanism ensures no positive transfers are made from the social
planner to the agents. Thus, the mechanism does not incur a loss. We call this
weakly budget balanced.

The VCG mechanism essentially ensures the realization of a socially-efficient out-
come, i.e., satisfying properties 1–3, in a system of selfish agents, where each pos-
sesses private information. It is noteworthy tonote howpowerful theVCGmechanism
is as it induces a dominant strategy equilibrium maximizing the social welfare while
also making sure no agent is hurt by participating.

We conclude Sect. 2 with the following remark: although the main motivation
of mechanism design is the microeconomic study of institutions and relies heavily
on game-theoretic techniques, it can prove a powerful theory providing a system-
atic methodology in the design of systems of asymmetric information, consisted of
strategic decision-makers, and whose performance must attain a specified system
objective. The rest of the chapter shall present how we can use this theory to design
a socially-efficient mobility system consisting of travelers who compete with each
other for the utilization of a limited number of mobility services.

3 The Emerging Mobility Market

We consider an emerging mobility system consisting of a transportation city network
managed by a social planner and a finite group of travelers who seek to travel in the
network. Informally, this network represents the high-level mobility connections
of multiple and different city neighborhoods. In other words, we move away from
the concept of “personally-owned” modes of transportation and focus our modeling
towardsmobility provided as a service. Thismeans that a social planner (e.g., a central
computer) offers travelers a unified gateway of public and private transportation
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providers capable of providing mobility solutions to manage and realize their trip.
For example, travelers can plan their journey via a smartphone app by specifying
their preferences (e.g., cost, time, and convenience) and their desired destination.
The social planner then is tasked to offer a travel recommendation to each traveler,
i.e., which mode of transportation to take. In addition, we consider that multiple
and different travel options can be offered to each traveler focusing on urban modes
of transportation (e.g., CAVs, bus, train). We call these options “mobility services”
or “services” for short. Within this framework, we propose a mobility market for
a socially-efficient implementation of connectivity and automation in an emerging
mobility system. The goal of the mobility market is twofold: (i) ensure that all
travelers voluntarily participate and truthfully report their travel preferences, and (ii)
be economically sustainable by generating revenue from each traveler and setting
a minimum acceptable mobility payment for each traveler to potentially cover the
operating costs.

3.1 Mathematical Formulation of the Emerging Mobility
Market

The proposed mobility market is managed by a social planner who aims to allocate
m ∈ Nmobility services to n ∈ N travelers, where n ≥ m 
= 0. We denote the set of
travelers by I, |I| = n and the set of mobility services byJ , |J | = m. For example,
each service j ∈ J can either represent a shared CAV, a train, or a bus. Both sets I
and J are nonempty, disjoint, and finite. The set of all mobility services J can be
partitioned to a finite number of disjoint subsets, each representing a specific “type”
of amobility service, i.e.,J = ⋃H

h=1 Jh , where H ∈ N is the number of subsets ofJ .
For example,J = J1 ∪ J2, where |J1| represents the number of all available CAVs,
and |J2| represents the number of all available busses. Next, travelers seek to travel
using thesemobility services in a transportation network represented by an undirected
multigraph G = (V, E), where each node in V represents a different city area or
neighborhood, and each link e ∈ E represents a sequence of city roads or a public
transit connection. For our purposes, we think of G = (V, E) as a representation of
a smart city network with a road and public transit infrastructure. In G, a traveler
i ∈ I seeks to travel from their current location oi ∈ V to their desired destination
di ∈ V . So, on one hand, each traveler i ∈ I is associated with a origin-destination
pair (oi , di ). On the other hand, each type of mobility services (e.g., one type is
shared CAVs, another is trains) is associated with a unique link that connects any
two nodes. At the same time,we do not limit the number of differentmobility services
that connect any origin oi to any destination di of any traveler i ∈ I. We suppose
that any traveler i ∈ I has at least two travel options for their origin-destination pair
(oi , di ). Furthermore, each traveler i ∈ I can travel in G with any mobility service
j ∈ J that satisfies their origin-destination pair (oi , di ) and each service j ∈ J can
be used by multiple travelers.
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Remark 1 Network G represents the upper-level connections of different city neigh-
borhoods. By connections, we mean either roads or public transit routes. Instead of
modeling each node to represent travelers’ exact location, we consider dividing a
city into zones. By grouping travelers’ exact locations into such zones, we can use
network G to model the mobility connections between the different city zones.

Next, we partition the set of travelers I into different smaller subsets characterized
by a common origin-destination pair.

Definition 1 The set of travelers with the exact same origin-destination pair is
Ik = {i ∈ I | (oi , di ) = (ok, dk)}, k = 1, 2, . . . , K , where K ∈ N is the number of
subclasses over the complete set of travelers, i.e., I = ⋃K

k=1 Ik .
The justification of Definition 1 is that in an emerging mobility system, we can

acquire verifiable location data of travelers either by using a global positioning system
or estimating the average number of travelers using public transit [68, 69].

Mathematically, the allocation of the finite number ofmobility services to travelers
can be described by a vector of binary variables.

Definition 2 The traveler-service assignment is a vector a = (ai j )i∈I, j∈J , where
ai j is a binary variable of the form:

ai j =
{
1, if i ∈ I is assigned to j ∈ J ,

0, otherwise.
(10)

Note that we have (ai j )i∈I, j∈J = (a11, . . . , ai j , . . . , anm). By partitioning the set
of travelers in K ∈ N subclasses, the traveler-service assignment of subclass Ik is
given by ak = (ai j )i∈Ik , j∈J .

Naturally, we need to impose a physical limit on the use of each mobility service
j ∈ J in network G as well as a connection capacity of a mobility service for each
link in the network. Note that each link in G represents a road or a public transit
connection, which means that multiple mobility services of one type use that one
link. For example, one link can be a bus lane with stops between two different city
areas; another can be a train route between two stations.

Definition 3 The usage capacity of any mobility service j ∈ J is given by ε j ∈ N.
The link capacity in network G is given by γe ∈ R≥0.

For example, ε j can represent the maximum number of travelers (or passengers)
in a shared vehicle or the maximum number of travelers in a train vehicle (seated and
standing). Similarly, γe can represent a critical traffic density of mobility services,
whichmeans that any additional input of vehicles or trains can lead to a reduced traffic
flow and eventually to traffic congestion. For example, we can use the GreenShields
model to define explicitly the critical traffic density [70].

As in any mobility problem that involves travelers, we need to consider the trav-
elers’ preferences (e.g., preferred travel time, value of time, willingness-to-pay for
service). Hence, we formally define the notion of “personal travel requirements” by
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introducing three important parameters (our selection of those three parameters is
justified by recent transportation studies [71, 72].)

Definition 4 For any traveler i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , let αi ∈ (0, 1) be the value of
time, θi ∈ R≥0 the preferred travel time, and v̄i ∈ R≥0 the maximum willingness-
to-pay. Then, the personal travel requirements of traveler i is a tuple of the form
πi = (αi , θi , v̄i ).

We offer the intuition behind each parameter: traveler i’s value of time αi trans-
forms the traveler’s time urgency in monetary units as it can model, for example, the
acceptable amount of compensation for lost time. Similarly, a traveler i’s preferred
travel time θi is a non-negative real value representing how fast traveler i wishes to
reach their destination. The last term in πi captures how much traveler i appraises
a direct and completely convenient mobility service. For example, v̄i can measure
the maximum willingness-to-pay of traveler i traveling with the fastest and most
convenient service (e.g., taking a taxicab with no co-travelers) to their destination.

For each traveler i ∈ Ik , the tuple πi is considered private information, known
only to traveler i . Hence, as the social planner does not know (πi )i∈I , each traveler
i must report their πi . This is one of the key challenges in the proposed mobility
market: How can we incentivize the travelers to be truthful and elicit the private
information needed to provide a socially-efficient solution to the emerging mobility
market? The answer to this question will be given in Sect. 4.

Next, we introduce an “inconvenience” metric for any traveler i ∈ Ik using any
mobility service j ∈ J . Quantitatively, the inconvenience metric can represent the
extra monetary value of travel disutility from any costs, travel delays, or violation of
personal travel requirements caused by the use of a mobility service.

Definition 5 The mobility inconvenience metric for traveler i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K ,
assigned to service j ∈ J is a continuous, increasing, and convex function

φi

(
αi , θi , θ̃i (ak)

)
�→ R≥0, where θ̃i (ak) ∈ R≥0 is the experienced travel time.

Note that the mobility inconvenience metric φi increases when θ̃i (ak) increases.
From a modeling perspective, traveling with time delays or during peak times can
cause significant inconveniences to any traveler i ∈ Ik . Although, an exact form of
φ is beyond the scope of this chapter, our definition of φ is consistent with general
inconvenience functions in the literature [73, 74].

Next, a traveler i’s satisfaction is captured by a valuation function vi , which can
reflect the traveler’s willingness-to-pay for their travel, i.e.,

vi (ak) = v̄i − φi

(
αi , θi , θ̃i (ak)

)
, (11)

where v̄i ∈ R≥0 is the value gained by traveler i ∈ Ik when their origin-destination
pair (oi , di ) is satisfied using service j ∈ J without any travel delays, i.e., θi =
θ̃i (ak). Naturally, for any traveler i and any service j , we have vi (ak) ∈ [0, v̄i ], where
vi (ak) = 0 means that traveler i is unwilling to use service j . Below we summarize
the two extreme cases and their interpretation:
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vi (ak) =
{
v̄i , if φi = 0,

0, if φi = v̄i .
(12)

When φi = 0, we say that traveler i travels to their destination in the fastest and
most convenient mobility service offered by the mobility market (e.g., a taxicab with
no co-travelers). On the other hand, when φi = v̄i , we say that traveler i’s personal
travel requirements are not satisfied, and the traveler is most inconvenienced with
regards to mobility.

Although our analysis can treat the valuation function vi in its most general form,
given by (11), we explicitly define the second component of (11) in ourmathematical
exposition. Thus, the explicit form for the inconvenience mobility metric φi is

φi

(
αi , θi , θ̃i (ak)

)
= αi · (θ̃i (ak) − θi ), (13)

Basically, (13) gives the monetary value of the difference between the travel times
(experienced vs preferred), and can be interpreted as the travel time tolerance that
the traveler can accept (in monetary units).

In our modeling framework, the total utility ui (ak) of traveler i ∈ Ik , k =
1, . . . , K , is given by

ui (ak) = vi (ak) − pi (ak), (14)

where vi (ak) is the willingness-to-pay and pi (ak) ∈ R≥0 is the mobility payment
that traveler i is required to make to use service j ∈ J (e.g., pay road tolls or buy a
public transit fare). Hence, (14) establishes a “quasi-linear” relationship between a
traveler’s satisfaction and payment, both measured in monetary units [40].

In contrast to the traveler’s satisfaction, we also introduce an “operating cost”
to capture the needed investment that public and private mobility providers and
operators make to ensure the proper function of their mobility services.

Definition 6 The operating cost of service j ∈ J can be computed by

c j (ak) =
∑

i∈Ik

ci j (ai j ), (15)

where ci j (ai j ) ∈ R≥0 is traveler i’s corresponding share of the operating cost of
vehicle j ∈ J . In the case of ai j = 0, we have ci j = 0.

Intuitively, the operating cost ci j captures traveler i’s fair share of the costs of
service j ∈ J . These costs can be associated with fuel/energy consumption, drivers’
labor reimbursement, maintenance, and environmental impact.

Definition 7 Given the traveler-service assignmentak = (ai j )i∈Ik , j∈J , the travelers’
payments are given by the vector pk = (pi (ai j ))i∈Ik , j∈J . Then, for a subclass Ik ,
k = 1, . . . , K , the proposed mobility market can be fully described by the tuple

〈Ik,J , (πi )i∈Ik , (ui )i∈Ik , ak,pk
〉
, (16)
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where (πi )i∈Ik is considered private information (unknown to the social planner),
and the experienced travel time θ̃i and operation costs c j of all mobility services are
considered known to the social planner.

Note that in Definition 7, we have also defined the informational structure of the
proposed market. The operation costs (c j ) j∈J are considered public information
as well as the minimum acceptable mobility payments (σi )i∈I . In general, though,
any VCG-based mechanism requires agents to report their entire valuation function
[75]. In our case, we can take advantage of more advanced and sophisticated data
gathering techniques so that wemay infer the form and shape of a traveler’s valuation
(and utility) function using, for example, historical and empirical data [76, 77].
Hence, the functional form of vi can be considered known, but the realization of
vi (·) is agent i’s private information. It is important to note that the evaluation of
any traveler i’s valuation function can be learned using the three-parameter tuple πi ,
which provides the personal travel requirements of any traveler i ∈ Ik . In addition,
we expect any social planner of a generic transportation system to have the ability
(e.g., using regression analysis [78]) to approximate the experienced travel time of
any mobility service and its operating costs. Hence, the only private information
that we are required to elicit from the travelers is their personal travel requirements
(πi )i∈Ik , k = 1, . . . , K . At the same time, receiving communication in the form of
messages from all travelers regarding the (πi )i∈Ik , k = 1, . . . , K can be an unrealistic
burden. That is why, in our framework, any traveler i ∈ I is expected to report the
evaluation of their valuation function vi , which depends on their πi . Essentially, we
parameterize the private information of travelers into a one-dimensional number. In
future research, we plan to address a multi-dimensional mechanism to ensure there
is no loss of information of the traveler’s preferences.

On a different note, a natural question to ask here is whether there is any guarantee
that the travelers’ mobility payments will meet the providers’ operating costs. As
we saw in Sect. 2, the VCG mechanism can only charge travelers their social cost or
impact into the mobility system. Thus, this might lead to very lowmobility payments
for a significant number of travelers, leading to deficits to cover operating costs for
the providers. Since, in reality, we cannot expect any providers to serve travelers
indefinitely when their costs have not been met, we introduce a “pricing base” for
the mobility payments. Essentially, these bases can be chosen by the providers to
ensure that no payment by any traveler is below a set value (e.g., minimum acceptable
payment), which can be determined approximately by the traveler’s location and
destination, supply and demand, and operator’s reimbursement fee [79].

Definition 8 The minimum acceptable mobility payment of any service j ∈ J is
given by σi (ak) ∈ R≥0, for any traveler i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K . If for an arbitrary
traveler i , we have pi (ak) ≥ σi (ak), then we say that the mobility market, defined in
(16), is economically sustainable.
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The minimum acceptable mobility payments σ = (σi )i∈I are considered public
information set by the providers and may be different for each traveler i ∈ Ik , k =
1, . . . , K .

In themodeling framework described above,we impose the following assumption:

Assumption 1 For all subclasses Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , K ∈ N, any traveler i ∈ Ik is
modeled as a selfish decision-maker with private information πi = (αi , θi , v̄i ). Trav-
eler i’s objective is to maximize their total utility ui (ak) = vi (ak) − pi (ak) in a
non-cooperative game-theoretic setting.

Assumption 1 essentially says that each traveler is selfish in the sense that they
are only interested in their own well-being. In economics, such behavior is called
“strategic” since agents attempt to misreport their private information to the social
planner if that means higher individual benefits.

Assumption 2 The aggregate usage capacities of all mobility services can ade-
quately serve all travel requests of travelers. Mathematically, we have

∑
j∈J ε j =

n = |I|.
Intuitively, Assumption 2 ensures that no traveler will remain unassigned. We can

justify this assumption as follows: our focus is on efficiently allocating the different
mobility services to travelers in a mobility market, a multimodal mobility system
that incorporates public transit services with high traveler capacity capabilities. A
relaxation of this assumption must consider scenarios where the existing mobility
services cannot meet the travelers’ demand, thus transforming our problem into a
“mobility and equity” problem (giving priority to a subset of travelers in a fair way).

3.2 The Optimization Problem Statement of the Emerging
Mobility Market

In the proposedmobilitymarket, travelers request (via a smartphone app), in advance,
a travel recommendation from the social planner that satisfies their origin-destination.
Given the travelers’ origin-destination pairs, the social planner partitions all travelers
to different subclasses, as described in Definition 1. Thus, travelers from the same
neighborhood have the same origin. Similarly, travelers going to the same neighbor-
hood have the same destination. The social planner’s task is to elicit the travelers’
preferences, attempt to satisfy all travel requests, and provide recommendations to
the travelers (e.g., which mobility service to use) by considering the social opti-
mum subject to the city network’s physical constraints. Hence, we are interested in
minimizing the travel inconvenience of all travelers and the operating costs.

Remark 2 Without loss of generality and to simplify the mathematical analysis in
our exposition, we consider that both the mobility inconvenience metrics (φi )i∈Ik ,
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k = 1, . . . , K , theminimummobility payments (σi )i∈Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , and the oper-
ating costs (c j ) j∈J are normalized. This ensures that φi , σi , and c j do not dominate
each other in Problem 1 next, while all three are measured in the same monetary
units.

Problem 1 For each subclass Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , the optimization problem is

min
ak

∑

i∈Ik

[
φi

(
αi , θi , θ̃i (ak)

)
+ σi (ak)

]
+

∑

j∈J
c j (ak), (17)

subject to:
∑

j∈J
ai j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ik, (18)

∑

i∈Ik

ai j ≤ ε j , ∀ j ∈ J , (19)

∑

j∈Jh

∑

i∈Ik

ai j ≤ γe, ∀h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H}, ∀e ∈ E, (20)

where (18) assures that each traveler i ∈ Ik will be assigned at most one mobility
service, and (19) stipulates that service j’s maximum usage capacity ε j must not be
exceeded. Lastly, (20) ensures that there will be no congestion on the links that rep-
resent roads or public transit connections. Note also that even though in Problem 1
we focus only on the kth partition of the set of travelers I, we do not need to do the
same for the mobility services. In other words, since each type of mobility services
is associated with a unique link that connects any two nodes, any services that do not
satisfy (ok, dk) will not be considered in the optimization.

Problem 1 is similar to the many-to-one assignment problem, and standard algo-
rithmic approaches (e.g., Jonker-Volgenant algorithm [80]) exist to find its global
optimal solution or, in worst-case scenarios, a second-best optimal approximation of
a solution. We can also reformulate Problem 1 to a linear program by relaxing to a
non-negativity constraint the binary optimization variable ai j for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J .
We can then guarantee that an optimal solution of zeros and ones exists by noting
that the constraint matrix formed by (18)–(20) satisfies the total unimodularity prop-
erty [81]. Note, though, that these approaches assume complete information of all
parameters and variables in the model. Such an assumption is unreasonable to expect
from strategic decision-makers, so, in our framework, travelers are not expected to
report their private information truthfully. This turns our problems to a preference
elicitation problem. Our task in Sect. 4 is to provide a theoretical approach that elicits
the necessary private information of all travelers using monetary incentives in the
form of mobility payments (e.g., tolls, fares, fees).
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4 Methodology for the Design of Mobility Incentives

We can reformulate Problem 1 as a standard social welfare maximization prob-

lem. First, recall that φi

(
αi , θi , θ̃i (ak)

)
= v̄i − vi (ak), so the objective function (17)

becomes
max
ak

∑

i∈Ik

[vi (ak) − σi (ak)] −
∑

j∈J
c j (ak). (21)

This reformulation will prove useful as the design of the monetary payments relies
on the social welfare impact (or mobility externality) caused by one traveler to the
rest of the travelers in the proposed mobility market.

Problem 2 We rewrite Problem 1 as follows:

max
ak

∑

i∈Ik

[vi (ak) − σi (ak)] −
∑

j∈J
c j (ak), (22)

subject to:
∑

j∈J
ai j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ik, (23)

∑

i∈Ik

ai j ≤ ε j , ∀ j ∈ J , (24)

∑

j∈Jh

∑

i∈Ik

ai j ≤ γe, ∀h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H}, ∀e ∈ E, (25)

where ak = (ai j )i∈Ik , j∈J denotes the solution of Problem 2.

In order for the solution of Problem 2 to be socially-efficient, we would need a
control input in utility function (14) to incentivize all travelers to report their personal
travel requirements truthfully. In our case, this control input is the payments pk , k =
1, . . . , K , which can be designed to be the difference between the maximum social
welfare with traveler 
 ∈ Ik not participating and the maximum social welfare of
other travelers with traveler 
 participating. Thus, to capture the first term, we revise
Problem 2 by adding constraint (30) to help us capture the “mobility externality” of
traveler 
 rejecting any travel recommendations from the social planner. For example,
traveler 
 may use a taxicab with no other co-travelers. Thus, Problem 2 takes the
following form.

Problem 3 For each traveler i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , we fix traveler 
 ∈ Ik and solve
the following optimization problem:
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max
bk

∑

i∈Ik

[vi (bk) − σi (bk)] −
∑

j∈J
c j (bk), (26)

subject to:
∑

j∈J
bi j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ik, (27)

∑

i∈Ik

bi j ≤ ε j , ∀ j ∈ J , (28)

∑

j∈Jh

∑

i∈Ik

bi j ≤ γe, ∀h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H}, ∀e ∈ E, (29)

b
j = 0, ∀ j ∈ J , (30)

where bk = (bi j )i∈Ik , j∈J defined similarly as in (10) denotes the solution of Problem
3, and (30) states that traveler 
 ∈ Ik is not considered in the optimization problem.

Remark 3 In what follows, to simplify the mathematical exposition, we introduce
the following notation:

w2(ak) =
∑

i∈Ik

[vi (ak) − σi (ak)] −
∑

j∈J
c j (ak), (31)

w3(bk) =
∑

i∈Ik

[vi (bk) − σi (bk)] −
∑

j∈J
c j (bk), (32)

where w2 and w3 denote the objective functions of Problems 2 and 3, respectively.

We can now propose the exact form of the mobility payment p
 for an arbitrary
traveler 
 ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , of the proposed mobility market. For any subclass Ik ,
k = 1, . . . , K , traveler 
 ∈ Ik makes the following payment:

p
(ak,bk) = w3(bk) − [w2(ak) − v
(ak)] . (33)

Since w3(bk) yields the maximum social welfare from the traveler-service assign-
ment bk when traveler 
 ∈ Ik does not participate in the mobility market, it can
be viewed by traveler 
 ∈ Ik in (33) as a constant, regardless of what traveler 


reports to the social planner about their own personal travel requirements π
. The
term [w2(ak) − v
(ak)] in (33) represents the maximum social welfare of all travelers
other than traveler 
 ∈ Ik , when traveler 
 ∈ Ik partakes in the mobility market. As a
consequence, p
 can be interpreted as the externality caused by traveler 
 ∈ Ik to all
other travelers. In addition, the computation of the mobility payments (33) requires
solving Problem 3 repeatedly for each traveler. As shown in Algorithm 1, first we
derive the optimal solution of Problem 2, and then we use the optimal solution of
Problem 3 to compute the monetary payment of each traveler 
 ∈ Ik .
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Algorithm 1: Solution of Problem 2 with Problems 3
Data: Ik ,J , (πi )i∈Ik , (ui )i∈Ik

Result: a∗
k and pk

Solve for the optimal solution a∗
k of Problem 2;

for 
 ∈ Ik do
Solve for the optimal solution b∗

k of Problem 3;
Next, compute

p
(a∗
k ,b

∗
k ) = w3(b∗

k ) − [
w2(a∗

k ) − v
(a∗
k )

]
.

end

Before we move on to the next section, we note that informally we talked about a
traveler not participating in themobility market in solving Problem 3. This idea helps
us design the mobility payments in (33) by identifying the mobility externalities in
the welfare of all travelers. Thus, we introduce the notion of “mobility exclusion,”
which will help us capture the socioeconomic impact of any traveler on the rest of
the mobility market.

Definition 9 For any subclass Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , given a traveler-service assignment
ak of Problem 2, a traveler 
 ∈ Ik is said to be mobility excluded if they are not
assigned to any mobility service in the traveler-service assignment bk of Problem 3.

Problem 3 is used to compute themobility payments for each traveler in themobil-
ity market by identifying the mobility externality caused by the decision-making of
the traveler to the rest of the market. In addition, however, we are also interested in
identifying the traveler’s impact on (i) operating costs and (ii) overall welfare. We
shall see in the next section how we can achieve this.

5 Properties of the Mobility Market

Our first result is an immediate and straightforward consequence of Definition 9.
Recall that the operating cost ci j (ai j ) captures traveler i’s fair share of the mobility
service j’s costs that they use under the traveler-service assignment ak .

Corollary 1 Let b

k be a feasible traveler-service assignment of Problem 3. Given

that traveler 
 ∈ Ik is mobility excluded, the operating cost that is associated with
the traveler-service assignment b


k is smaller than or equal than the operating cost
associated with the optimal assignment a∗

k of Problem 2, i.e., we have

∑

i∈Ik

ci j (a
∗
i j ) ≥

∑

i∈Ik\{
}
ci j (b



i j ). (34)

Similarly, using Definition 9, we show that the sum of valuations (or welfare) of
all travelers other than the traveler, who is mobility excluded specifically in Problem
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3, is greater or equal than the sum of valuations evaluated at the traveler-service
assignment of Problem 2.

Lemma 1 Let b

k be a feasible traveler-service assignment of Problem 3, in which

traveler 
 ∈ Ik is mobility excluded. Then, we have
∑

i∈Ik\{
}
vi (ak) ≤

∑

i∈Ik

vi (b

k). (35)

Proof Given that traveler 
 ∈ Ik is mobility excluded in the traveler-service assign-
ment b


k of Problem 3, we know that there is one less traveler required to be served
by any mobility service in the market. Naturally, this affects the experienced travel
times of any other traveler i ∈ Ik , i.e., we have either a decreased or constant θ̃i (b


k).
So, mathematically this means that with traveler-service assignment ak of Problem
2, we have

θ̃i (b

k) ≤ θ̃i (ak), (36)

where θ̃i (b

k) is the experienced travel time of traveler i ∈ Ik evaluated at b


k and
θ̃i (ak) is the experienced travel time of traveler i evaluated at ak . Intuitively, (36)
means there is one less traveler leading to better travel times for other travelers
(better here means less). Hence, since the explicit form of traveler i’s valuation is
given by

vi (ak) = v̄i − φi

(
αi , θi , θ̃i (ak)

)
= v̄i − αi · (θ̃i (ak) − θi ), (37)

if we compare the two valuations vi (ak) and vi (b

k), we get vi (ak) ≤ vi (b


k). This
completes the proof. �

Next, we show that for any traveler, their valuation will always be greater or equal
than the minimum mobility payment. This will be instrumental in our attempt to
show individual rationality later on.

Lemma 2 Let a∗
k denote the optimal solution of Problem 2. Then the minimum

mobility payment σ
 in the objective function (22) of Problem 2 ensures that, for any

 ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K, v
(a∗

k ) ≥ σ
(a∗
k ).

Proof Let a∗
k denote the optimal solution of Problem 2 and b


k
∗
the corresponding

solution of Problem 3. Hence, traveler 
 has been assigned a mobility service in the
optimal traveler-service assignment a∗

k , but they are mobility excluded in b

k
∗
. Thus,

we have

w3(b

k
∗
) =

∑

i∈Ik

[
vi (b


k
∗
) − σi (b


k
∗
)
]

−
∑

j∈J
c j (b


k
∗
)

≥
∑

i∈Ik\{
}
vi (a∗

k ) −
∑

i∈Ik

σi (b

k
∗
) −

∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k ), (38)
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where (38) follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 1. Next, we look at the welfare of
an arbitrary traveler i ∈ Ik under a∗

k , i.e.,

w2(a∗
k ) =

∑

i∈Ik

[
vi (a∗

k ) − σi (a∗
k )

] −
∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k )

=
∑

i∈Ik

vi (a∗
k ) −

∑

i∈Ik

σi (a∗
k ) −

∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k ), (39)

where it also follows that w2(a∗
k ) ≥ w3(b


k
∗
) from the fact that b


k
∗
is not an optimal

solution of Problem 2. Thus, if we compare (38) and (39), we get

∑

i∈Ik

vi (a∗
k ) −

∑

i∈Ik

σi (a∗
k ) −

∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k )

≥
∑

i∈Ik\{
}
vi (a∗

k ) −
∑

i∈Ik

σi (b

k
∗
) −

∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k ). (40)

So, by simplifying and rearranging (40), we have

∑

i∈Ik

vi (a∗
k ) −

∑

i∈Ik\{
}
vi (a∗

k ) ≥
∑

i∈Ik

σi (a∗
k ) −

∑

i∈Ik

σi (b

k
∗
),

= σ
(a∗
k ) − σ
(b


k
∗
) = σ
(a∗

k ), (41)

since σ
(b

k
∗
) = 0 as traveler 
 is not assigned anymobility service under the traveler-

service assignment b

k
∗
. Therefore, (41) simplifies to v
(a∗

k ) ≥ σ
(a∗
k ). �

Our first main result is incentive compatibility, which means that all travelers are
incentivized to report their private information truthfully. Formally, for an arbitrary
traveler i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K , given that u′

i is the utility gained with misreported πi

and ui is the “actual” utility, showing that u′
i ≤ ui guarantees truthfulness.

Theorem 1 The mobility market defined in (16) provides the appropriate mone-
tary incentives to each traveler i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , K to report their personal travel
requirements πi = (αi , θi , v̄i ) truthfully regardless of what other travelers report.

Proof It is sufficient to show incentive compatibility only for an arbitrary mobility
market for some arbitrary k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. Suppose some traveler 
 ∈ Ik misreports
their personal travel requirements denoted by π
 = (α′


, θ
′

, v̄

′

) to the social planner.

Thus, we have
v′

(ak) = v̄′


 − φ


(
α′


, θ
′

, θ̃
(ak)

)
. (42)

The objective function of Problem 2 becomes

w′
2(ak) =

∑

i∈Ik\{
}
[vi (ak) − σi (ak)] −

∑

j∈J
c j (ak) + v′


(ak), (43)
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where the feasible solution of (43) is subject to the same constraints as in Problem
2. We denote the optimal solution of the optimization problem that traveler 
 has
misreported their personal travel requirements π
 with (43) as the objective function
by ã∗

k . Then, for traveler 
 ∈ Ik their mobility payment can be computed as follows:

p′

(ã

∗
k , b̃

∗
k) = w3(b̃∗

k) − [
w

2(ã

∗
k ) − v′


(ã
∗
k )

] = w3(b∗
k) − [

w

2(ã

∗
k ) − v′


(ã
∗
k )

]
, (44)

where b̃∗
k denotes the optimal solutionofProblem3with traveler 
 ∈ Ik misreporting.

However, w3(b̃∗
k) = w3(b∗

k) since, in Problem 3, it does not matter what traveler

 ∈ Ik reports. Thus, the total utility of traveler 
 ∈ Ik is

u
(ã∗
k ) = v
(ã∗

k ) − p′

(ã

∗
k ,b

∗
k), (45)

where for traveler 
 ∈ Ik the term v
(ã∗
k ) is the actual satisfaction gained by misre-

porting their private information. Substituting (44) into (45) yields

u
(ã∗
k ) = v
(ã∗

k ) − [
w3(b∗

k) − (
w

2(ã

∗
k ) − v′


(ã
∗
k )

)]
, (46)

which after a few simplifications gives

u
(ã∗
k ) = v
(ã∗

k ) − w3(b∗
k)

−
⎡

⎣

⎛

⎝
∑

i∈Ik\{
}

[
vi (ã∗

k ) − σi (ã∗
k )

] −
∑

j∈J
c j (ã∗

k ) + v′

(ã

∗
k )

⎞

⎠ − v′

(ã

∗
k )

⎤

⎦ .

(47)

Hence, as the term v′

(ã

∗
k ) appears in opposite signs in (47), we have

u
(ã∗
k ) =

⎡

⎣
∑

i∈Ik

[
vi (ã∗

k ) − σi (ã∗
k )

] −
∑

j∈J
c j (ã∗

k )

⎤

⎦ − w3(b∗
k)

= w2(ã∗
k ) − w3(b∗

k). (48)

Note that ã∗
k is not necessarily the optimal solution of Problem 2. Thus, we have

w2(ã∗
k ) ≤ w2(a∗

k ). So, we observe that

u
(ã∗
k ) = w2(ã∗

k ) − w3(b∗
k) ≤ w2(a∗

k ) − w3(b∗
k) = u
(a∗

k ). (49)

Therefore, from (49), it follows immediately that the proposed mobility market is
incentive compatible. �

Our next result is individual rationality, which implies that all travelers voluntarily
participate in the proposed mobility market. Formally, for any traveler i ∈ Ik , k =
1, . . . , K , if traveler i’s utility ui is non-negative, i.e., ui ≥ 0, then we say traveler i
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voluntarily participates in the mobility market. This is important as we can guarantee
for any traveler i that what they are willing to pay, vi , will never be less than what
they actually pay, pi .

Theorem 2 The mobility market is individually rational. For any subclass Ik , k =
1, . . . , K, and for any traveler i ∈ Ik , the utility of any traveler is non-negative, i.e.,
we have for all i ∈ Ik , ui (ak) ≥ 0. Equivalently, vi (ak) ≥ pi (ak).

Proof It is sufficient to show the result only for one instance of a mobility market
for some k = {1, . . . , K }. There are two cases to consider. First, let us suppose that
traveler 
 ∈ Ik rejects any travel recommendations from the social planner; denote
such an assignment by âk . From (33), traveler 
would be required tomake amonetary
payment equal to their maximum willingness-to-pay, i.e., p
 = v̄
. This implies that
u
(âk) = 0. This is justifiable as traveler 
 seeks to travel and the only alternative
travel option to our mobility market is a taxicab service.

For the second case, let us consider the utility of an arbitrary traveler i ∈ Ik
evaluated at the optimal solution a∗

k is given by

ui (a∗
k ) = vi (a∗

k ) − pi (a∗
k ,b

∗
k). (50)

Note that by Theorem 1 all travelers report their true private information at equilib-
rium. So, substituting (33) into (50) yields

ui (a∗
k ) = vi (a∗

k ) − [
w3(b∗

k) − [
w2(a∗

k ) − vi (a∗
k )

]] = w2(a∗
k ) − w3(b∗

k). (51)

Note that for each k = 1, . . . , K , the feasible regions of Problems 2 and 3, say F2

and F3, respectively, satisfy the relation F3 ⊂ F2. This is because Problem 3 has
the exact same constraints plus an additional one, i.e., (30), thus the maximization
of w3 (which is almost similar to the one in Problem 2) will always be less or equal
than the maximization of w2. Hence, it follows that ui (a∗

k ) = w2(a∗
k ) − w3(b∗

k) ≥ 0.
Therefore, the result follows. �

Next, we establish that the proposed mobility market is economically sustainable
(see Definition 8).

Theorem 3 The mobility market is economically sustainable, i.e., it is guaranteed
to generate revenue from each traveler and always meet the minimum acceptable
mobility payments. In other words, for each subclass Ik , k = 1, . . . , K, and for an
arbitrary 
 ∈ Ik , we have

p
(a∗
k ,b

∗
k) = w3(b∗

k) − [
w2(a∗

k ) − v
(a∗
k )

] ≥ σ
(a∗
k ). (52)

Proof Let b∗
k be an optimal solution of Problem 3 and b


k
∗
be the corresponding

feasible solution of Problem 3 with a∗
k an optimal solution of Problem 1. Since b


k
∗

is only a feasible solution, we have

w3(b∗
k) ≥ w3(b


k
∗
). (53)
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Given the mobility payments (33), if we subtract the term
[
w2(a∗

k ) − v
(a∗
k )

]
from

both sides of (53), we have

p
(a∗
k ,b

∗
k) = w3(b∗

k) − [
w2(a∗

k ) − v
(a∗
k )

] ≥ w3(b

k
∗
) − [

w2(a∗
k ) − v
(a∗

k )
]
. (54)

The RHS of (54) can be expanded as follows:

w3(b

k
∗
) − [

w2(a∗
k ) − v
(a∗

k )
] =

∑

i∈Ik

[
vi (b


k
∗
) − σi (b


k
∗
)
]

−
∑

j∈J
c j (b


k
∗
)

−
⎡

⎣

⎛

⎝
∑

i∈Ik

[
vi (a∗

k ) − σi (a∗
k )

] −
∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k )

⎞

⎠ − v
(a∗
k )

⎤

⎦ . (55)

After a few simplifications and rearranging of (55), we have

p
(a∗
k ,b

∗
k) ≥

⎡

⎣
∑

i∈Ik

vi (b

k
∗
) −

∑

i∈Ik\{
}
vi (a∗

k )

⎤

⎦

+
∑

i∈Ik

[
σi (a∗

k ) − σi (b

k
∗
)
]

+
⎡

⎣
∑

j∈J
c j (a∗

k ) −
∑

j∈J
c j (b


k
∗
)

⎤

⎦ . (56)

So, by Corollary 1, the last term in (56) is non-negative. Similarly, by Lemma 1, the
first term in (56) is non-negative. So, we get

p
(a∗
k ,b

∗
k) ≥ σ
(a∗

k ) − σ
(b

k
∗
) = σ
(a∗

k ), (57)

since under b

k
∗
traveler 
 has not been assigned anymobility service, thus σ
(b


k
∗
) =

0, and so the result follows immediately. �

6 Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates howwe canmodel and study themobility decision-making
of selfish travelers who are faced with the dilemma of “which mode of transporta-
tion to use” as an economically-inspired mobility market. First, the proposed market
provides a socially-efficient solution, i.e., the endmost collective travel recommenda-
tion respects and satisfies the travelers’ preferences regarding mobility and ensures
that, implicitly, there will be an alleviation of congestion in the system. We achieve
the latter by introducing appropriate constraints in the optimization problem; thus,
our solution efficiently allocates all the available mobility services to the travelers.
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Furthermore, we showed that the proposed mobility market attains the properties of
incentive compatibility and individual rationality. In other words, all travelers are
incentivized to participate in the market while also truthfully reporting their personal
travel requirements. Last, we introduced the notion of minimum acceptable mobility
payments to ensure that the tolls and fares collected by the social planner will meet
the mobility services’ operating costs. Hence, the proposed market satisfies a status
of economic sustainability.

One particular limitation of the proposed mobility market is that we require all
travelers to book in advance, so the traveler-service assignment is static. This implies
that the social planner would have to recompute all optimization problems in the
mobility market to get an updated traveler-service assignment if the travelers’ infor-
mation changes. However, the static aspect of the proposed model is quite fitting in
our case as our aim was to design a mobility market that considers the travelers’ per-
sonal travel requirements to provide a socially-efficient assignment, i.e., “who should
use which mode of transportation.” Future work will focus on translating our model
and results in a real-time environment. Furthermore, we have implicitly assumed that
the travelers’ utilities are not interdependent, i.e., a traveler’s utility does not depend
on the other travelers’ private information. It remains an open problem the design of
dynamic mechanisms with interdependent utility functions for mobility systems.

Ongoing work includes extending and enhancing the traveler-behavioral model,
motivated by a social-mobility survey. Our objective is to observe any correlations
between behavioral tendencies or attitudes of travelers and their mode of transporta-
tion preference (including CAVs). For example, how likely are people to use CAVs
instead of public transit? Will CAVs impact travelers’ tendencies and behavior; if
yes, then in what way? Answers can help us refine the proposed mobility market
and improve our understanding of the socioeconomic impact of CAVs. Our future
research efforts will also focus on using methods, techniques, and insights from
behavioral economics and mixed integer optimization theory to develop a holistic
framework of the societal impact of connectivity and automation in mobility and
provide socially-efficient, real-time solutions while tackling any potential rebound
effects.
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